Or, in other words, there is nothing in a piece of music but what comes from the theme, springs from it and can be traced back to it; put still more severely, nothing but the theme itself. Or, all the shapes appearing in a piece of music are foreseen in the "theme." I say a piece of music is a picture-book consisting of a series of shapes, which for all their variety still (a) cohere with one another, [and] (b) are presented as variations (in keeping with the idea) of a basic shape, the various characters and forms arising from the fact that variation is carried out in a number of different ways fp. 290).
It is clear that Schoenberg is not discussing variation form, as in a theme and a series of discrete variations, but a more flexible compositional procedure whereby the different elements of a basic idea or shape-what he called a Grundgestalt-are successively modified. Indeed, Schoenberg contrasts traditional variation form with the technique of developing variation. Of the former he notes: ". . . in primordial specimens, sets of variations serve rather the virtuoso who wants to be brilliant through his technique. In such variations there is seldom any other development than velocity and no other change than the figuration of the instrumental style." But "artistically superior compositions" (including the more sophisticated variation sets) are generated "through 'developing variations' of basic features of the theme and its motive ... producing thematic material for forms of all sizes: the melodies, main and subordinate themes, transitions, codettas, elaborations, etc., with all the necessary contrasts" (pp. 165-66).
Schoenberg's essays do not spell out the ways in which the theme can be varied-I return to that topic below-but they do begin to suggest how he viewed the historical evolution of developing variation. He claims that J. S. Bach originated the procedure, which was then taken up and refined by the Viennese classicists (pp. 115, 118). We are given no specific examples of how Bach employed the technique, but are told that he created "the art of producing everything from one thing and of relating figures by transformation" (p. 173). In one well-known example Schoenberg seeks to demonstrate more concretely how "the method of developing variation" was used by the preeminent Viennese classicist, Beethoven; the second subject in the first movement of the Fifth Symphony is derived "from a reinterpretation of the two main notes [of the first subject], Eb and F, as tonic and dominant of Eb major" (p. 164). This is, unfortunately, not one of Schoenberg's more persuasive analyses.3 He was more successful at-and clearly more interested in--demonstrating how developing variation informs the music of Brahms, who, he felt, brought the procedure to its most advanced state.
In "Criteria for the Evaluation of Music," in Style and Idea, Schoenberg contrasts Brahms's compositional techniques with those of Wagner. The latter, "in order to make his themes suitable for memorability, had to use sequences and semi-sequences, that is, unvaried or only slightly varied repetitions differing in nothing essential from their first appearances, except that they are exactly transposed to other degrees" (p. 129). Schoenberg gives two examples from Tristan, the first seven measures of the Prelude and the two measures of Isolde's command to Brangine in Act I, scene 2, "Befehlen liess dem Eigenholde." In each a brief phrase is repeated sequentially (though not exactly). Dismissing this technique as "primitive" and "inferior," Schoenberg points admiringly to Brahms, who avoided exact repetition and "repeated phrases, motives, and other structural ingredients of themes only in varied forms, if possible in the form of ... developing variation. " 3Treating only a few measures of music, the analysis is too brief and too superficial to persuade us of the significance of developing variation in shaping Beethoven's movement as a whole. Furthermore, it misconstrues the first theme; as Schenker demonstrated, and as basic musical perception tells us, the "two main notes" are not Eb But a stricter style of composition must do without such convenient resources. It demands that nothing be repeated without promoting the development of the music, and that can only happen by way of far-reaching variations.
Here is a theme that develops rapidly. In its penultimate paragraph Schoenberg's analysis develops almost as elliptically as the theme itself. We do not learn precisely where or how the opening fourth is inverted to a fifth: the D-G figure never actually appears in the initial rhythm, as Schoenberg notates it; nor is it easy to discern among his parentheses and grace-notes.
At any rate, the actual intervallic development of the motive seems less significant (and harder for the ear to grasp) than its rhythmic evolution, as displayed in Schoenberg's last musical example, where we see how Brahms progressively transforms the two-note figure. In m. 4 the "upbeat" and the longer note equalize into two quarter notes (or we might hear m. 4 as an extension, by two quarter notes, of the initial figure); then in m. 5 the original motive sprouts an afterbeat. The developmental process reaches its climax in mm. 8-9 when this figure too is extended.
Schoenberg might have noted that this rapid, explosive motivic growth is contained within an outwardly regular nine-measure By slightly refining Schoenberg's analysis, then, we can begin to see just how he understood developing variation in Brahms: the building of a theme by rapid development of a brief motive, with the concomitant creation of metrical fluidity or ambiguity-the whole process reined in by a phrase structure that on the higher level is essentially symmetrical.
In "Brahms the Progressive," perhaps his most famous essay, Schoenberg reveals the same procedures at work in other Brahms themes. Like the radio talk, this essay (also given first as a radio talk, in 1933) has a polemical intent: to prove that Brahms, so often branded pejoratively as "the classicist, the academician," was, in fact, "a great innovator in the realm of musical language." As in the op. 99 theme, then, Brahms retains here an outwardly regular structure within which motives expand and develop quite freely. The manipulation of a theme's internal rhythm and meter is one of Brahms's most powerful tools of developing variation.9
Schoenberg characterized themes like those of opp. 51 and 99 as "musical prose," that is, music which does not fall into regular, predefined or predictable patterns. The Blue Danube theme, with its repeated symmetrical phrases, would be "musical verse." Musical prose, however, is "a direct and straightforward presentation of ideas, without any patchwork, without mere padding and empty repetitions" (p. 415). Developing variation and musical prose are, in a sense, two different ways of describing the same process. Developing variation-the principle according to which ideas are continuously varied-provides the means, the grammar by which the musical prose is created.
I have quoted at length from both the radio talk and "Brahms the Progressive" in part because Schoenberg's ideas seem intimately linked with his crusty prose style-and thus resist paraphrase-but also because the two analyses reveal the nature and the true importance of developing variation in Brahms. To summarize: by developing variation Schoenberg means the construction of a theme by the continuous modification of one or more features (intervals, rhythms) of a basic idea, according to certain recognized procedures, such as inversion, fragmentation, extension, and displacement. Schoenberg values developing variation as a compositional principle because it can prevent obvious and hence monotonous repetition. And in his view Brahms's music stands as its most advanced manifestation in the common-practice era, for Brahms "develops" his motives almost at once and dispenses with small-scale rhythmic or metrical symmetry, thereby creating genuine musical prose. Schoenberg himself adopted these procedures in his early compositions, thus carrying developing variation into the twentieth century.10 In these examples, then, Schoenberg has demonstrated how Brahms's style of developing variation evolves from and extends the practices of classical composers. In Brahms motivic development becomes more intense and pervasive. It permeates all parts of the tex160ne could take the opposite point of view from Schoenberg and claim that e is shifted from a strong to a weak measure. Initially, the stress of e-that is, its coincidence with a downbeat, and not its first note-falls on a strong measure (m. 3). At m. 10, then, that stress falls on the weak measures of a four-measure phrase. The weak-strong decision is complicated, however, because the first phrase begins on a weak harmony, V, which resolves to the tonic in m. 2, normally the weak measure of a four-measure phrase. All these ambiguities could be considered eminently Brahmsian in spirit. One of the first writers to demonstrate a more continuous kind of developing variation at work on a higher level of the sonata structure was Rudolph R6ti, in his important book The Thematic Process in Music (New York, 1951). Although Riti does not acknowledge any debt to the Schoenberg theoretical tradition (in fact he eschews altogether a bibliography or any reference to other theorists), his analytical approach to common-practice music strikingly recalls that of Schoenberg, whom he had in fact known personally in Europe during the earlier part of this century.22 "Thematic transformation" is Reti's equivalent for Schoenberg's developing variation (and an equally unfortunate term, since it is too easily confused with specific romantic procedures of Schubert, Berlioz, Liszt, and the young Brahms). Reti devotes an entire chapter (Chapter 4) to detailing how the elements of a theme may be transformed. Among his classifications are not only the common devices of inversion and retrograde, and change of tempo or rhythm, but also more elaborate procedures such as "thematic compression" and the "thinning" and "filling" of thematic shapes. Several of these categories correspond quite closely to Schoenberg's "developing variations" of the broken-chord motive (see above, ex. 5).
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print the notes which do not fit the shape he is trying to construe.
Besides distorting the themes, Reti tends to view them in relative isolation. His disconnected view of "thematic transformation" fails to account for the fluid continuity of Brahms's movement. His approach is thus less dynamic than Schoenberg's (or Epstein's); comparisons between the characteristics of individual themes treat the compositional procedure from above, rather than from within.24
At about the same time that R&ti published his book in the United States, Arno Mitschka at Mainz completed an Inaugural-Dissertation that uncovers similar motivic evolution in Brahms. Mitschka's study of Brahms's sonata forms is undoubtedly the most perceptive large-scale treatment of the subject to date.25 His chapter headings (Hauptthema, Seitensatz, etc.) suggest a rather schematic approach, but in fact one of Mitschka's chief concerns is to show how Brahms creates thematic continuity across broad segments of the sonata structure. To describe this process he actually reinvents Schoenberg's concept of developing variation. Like R&ti, Mitschka was apparently unfamiliar with Schoenberg's theories but came independently to the same view of compositional procedure.
Mitschka finds that Brahms's sonata forms cohere by a careful balance, a Gleichgewicht, between "striving and restraining forces" (p. 321). The result is a "static architecture" which maintains a tension between "the rush of development" and "the risk of disintegrating into small, lyrically rounded units" (p. 316). Thus for Mitschka, as for Reti, developing variation becomes a dynamic process which shapes the outer form of a sonata structure. Given Mitschka's evident sensitivity and articulateness, it seems odd that he intentionally restricts his commentary to these three relatively early works, claiming that after them Brahms virtually abandons the procedure of variierenden Entwicklung.
The tension (Dahlhaus's logical-plastic dialectic) is manifest in one of
"Brahms never -100 ). Unique they may be-just as any work by a great composer has its own character-but they constitute just three of many pieces Brahms constructed by developing variation. Mitschka defines (or applies) the principle too narrowly; for as we have seen, it is a highly flexible structural tool that can operate on different levels (the phrase, the theme, the "group," the exposition) and in different dimensions (pitch, meter). Furthermore, it seems unlikely that a composer would refine a technique to as high a degree as Brahms had developing variation in the Piano Quintet, and then renounce it entirely. At any rate, the history of music includes few such instances (with the notable exception of Richard Strauss).
In Like Reti (whose work he does not seem to know) Velten regards the sonata exposition as a largely thematic process in which motives evolve toward a goal; the "form" represents the outward expression of that process. But Velten also shares an unfortunate Retian tendency to distort the music to fit his theory: he seems obsessed with tracing every available Sekundschritt back to the basic motive.
Velten's analyses seem less considered, less sensitive to genuine compositional issues, than Schoenberg's in "Brahms the Progressive." He tends to leave rhythm and meter out of account. And to Velten's claim that the pervasive half-steps provide musical coherence, one is tempted to object (like Schoenberg's imagined skeptic): minor seconds can be found in almost any theme. Certainly there is more coherence than that provided by the J. 5 J figure, the only common denominator which Brahms says he intended.
V
On another occasion Brahms spoke again about the roles of the conscious and unconscious in his creative process. And here he seems to say that both forces operate by a procedure very much like developing variation, generating a work from a single thematic kernel. In a journal kept during his acquaintance with Brahms, George Henschel notes that the composer said to him one day:
There is no real creating without hard work. That which you would call invention, that is to say, a thought, an idea, is simply an inspiration from above, for which I am not responsible, which is no merit of mine. Yea, it is a present, a gift, which I ought even to despise until I have made it my own by right of hard work. And there need be no hurry about that, either. It is as with the seed-corn; it germinates unconsciously and in spite of ourselves. When I, for instance, have found the first phrase of a song, say,
A'
Wann der sil -berne Mond I might shut the book there and then go for a walk, do some other work, and perhaps not think of it again for months. Nothing, however, is lost. If afterward I approach the subject again, it is sure to have taken shape: I can now begin to really work at it.31
For Brahms, then, composition begins with the "gift" of a musical idea, which proceeds to grow and expand almost of its own accord. Then, in a separate and conscious process, the composer draws all the implications and possibilities out of that single idea: "nothing is lost.,"32
And what of the outward form that such a process creates? It is a pity that Brahms left behind no specific accounts of how he approached his beloved sonata form. We do, however, have the valuable testimony of Gustav Jenner, who studied composition with Brahms in 1888. Brahms told Jenner to study the sonata forms of Beethoven, paying particular attention to the influence of Beethoven's themes on the design of the movements; he also encouraged Jenner to compare Beethoven's music with Schubert's in this regard.33 From Brahms Jenner learned that a sonata structure must grow logically from a theme: "One has not written a sonata if he holds together a few ideas merely with the outward form of a sonata; on the contrary, the sonata form must of necessity result from the idea."34 What mattered to Brahms, Jenner reports, was the spirit, not the schema, of sonata form.
As in the Henschel quotation, Brahms emphasizes the importance of the basic "idea" as progenitor of the outward form. With such statements as these we seem to have come full circle, back to Schoenberg's polemical (and organic) formulation of developing variation as the basis of real composition, in which there "is nothing but the endless reshaping of a basic shape." We also see Brahms openly espousing a compositional aesthetic that Dahlhaus claims as characteristic of the later nineteenth century: musical form becomes dependent on, and consequent to, the initial idea. But Brahms's is no weak dependence. For in his best music the form becomes a luminous expression of the flexible, powerful procedures of developing variation. 34Ibid., p. 6.
